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 How does a chameleon change the color
of its skin?
The outer skin of this interesting lizard
is colorless; in the deeper layers of skin
there are cells containing- pigment, or
coloring- matter. When the creature is
frightened and wishes to become incon-
spicuous it can change to the color of its
surroundings by shifting the pigment
grains toward or away from the outer skin.
Usually it has a grass-green color, but it
can assume various shades ranging from
emerald to dark bronze.
What is the rattlesnake's rattler made
of?
The rattle is a series of thin, horny rings,
loosely attached to and overlapping one
another. "When the snake shakes them
they produce the rattling sound. The
rings are outgrowths of the skin at the
end of the body. Each time the skin is
shed a new ring forms, and so the oldest
rings are the smallest, for they grow on
the body of the young snake. Successive
rings become gradually larger until the
creature is full grown. Since the skin is
shed several times a year, the age of a
snake cannot be told by the number of
rings.
What animal carries with it an electric
"battery?
There are several species of fish which
have special organs capable of giving an
electric shock. In South American waters
there is found a long, snakelike eel which
has an electric apparatus on the underside
of the tail. With this organ the eel can
stun an animal as large as a horse.
Why do dogs "bark?
The barking of dogs is believed to be their
attempt to talk to their human masters.
It is a sort of imitation of human speech.
This theory is held because wild animals
that are most closely related to dogs do
not bark. They yelp and howl, but they
do not make the barking- sounds of the
domesticated dogs.
Bo talking parrots have human intelli-
gence?
No, these birds are clever at imitating the
speech of human beings, but they are mere
imitators. Probably the greater part of
what they say has no meaning to them,
though they may learn after a time that
such expressions as, "Polly wants a crack-
er" will bring desired results. Parrots
have only bird minds, no matter how
cleverly they chatter.
How do deep-water fishes see?
Down deep in the ocean, where no sunlight
ever penetrates, it is as dark as nig-ht, and
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some of the fish in those depths are blind,   [|
because   their   eyes   have   degenerated   or   |"|
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disappeared. Others, however, carry little
lanterns with them, in the form of phos- y
phorescent lights. The light-giving organs |,|
are on the sides of the body, either in the |»|
head or near the tail. Though these nat- ["I
ural lanterns aid the fish in making their
way about, they also reveal the where-
abouts of their possessors to enemy fish.
Hence they are not entirely an advantage.
How do seeds travel about?
H
The wind is the most important distributor
of seeds. It is interesting to know that
some seeds, such as those of the elm and
maple trees, have little membranous flaps
that serve as wings and permit the winds
to blow the seeds long distances. Orchids
and some other plants have seeds as fine as
dust, which float readily in the air. Some-
times whole plants are blown about after
the seeds are ripe, as is true of the tumble-
weed. Another interesting growth is the
pod of the poppy or morning glory, which
is open at the top. When the stalk bends
back and forth the seeds are flung out of
the pod in all directions. Animals also
help in seed dispersal, for the seeds stick
in their fur and hair and are thus carried
about. Birds are especially valuable as
carriers of fruit seeds. These are some of
the agents provided by nature that plant
life may be kept distributed.
What  plants  steal their   nourishment
from other plants?
Plants which exist in this manner are
called parasites. Good examples of these
robbers are the mistletoe and the dodder.
The mistletoe is an attractive evergreen
shrub that twines about the trunks of such
trees as the apple, hawthorn and sycamore.
The dodder is less popular than the mistle-
toe, which does not really injure the host
it lives upon. The dodder produces great
tangled masses of threadlike stems, and is
very destructive when it gets a good hold
in a clover or alfalfa field. The destruc-
tion of this parasite is one of the many
problems of the agriculturist,
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Do plants ever store up food?
Yes, food is stored by all plants except
those that live only one season. Trees go
on living year after year, and in some
cases century after century. If they did
not store plant food in their roots during
the winter, they could not put forth leaves
and buds in the spring-. Some of the food-*
storing plants are our most useful vege-
tables. The turnip and carrot, for example,
store food the first year in their roots, and
the second year, if allowed to mature, they
use the stored food to build a tall stem
that will bear flowers and seeds. Man


